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SINCE 1995

DESIGNED IN JAPAN



HARVEST LABEL®, ESTABLISHED IN 1995, IS A LIFESTYLE 
ACCESSORIES BRAND BASED OUT OF OSAKA, JAPAN. 
ORIGINALLY INSPIRED BY VINTAGE MIL-SPEC (MILITARY) 
DESIGN AND FUNCTIONAL AESTHETICS ,  HARVEST 
LABEL FUSED MASTER CRAFTSMANSHIP INTO MILITARY 
INSPIRATION TO CREATE AN EXCEPTIONAL PREMIUM LINE 
OF BAGS FOR MEN. OVER THE NEXT TWO DECADES, THE 
BRAND EVOLVED TO CRAFT AN INCREASINGLY WIDE RANGE 
OF EYE CATCHING UNISEX DESIGNS THAT YOU SEE TODAY.

HARVEST LABEL® TAKES GREAT PRIDE IN THE DETAILS 
OF CONSTRUCTION AS WELL AS SEAMLESS INTEGRATION 
OF ORIGINAL DESIGNS INTO THE FINAL PRODUCT. EACH 
STITCH IS METICULOUSLY INSPECTED TO ENSURE A 
SUPERIOR EXPERIENCE FOR THE END USER. THESE ARE THE 
VALUES HARVESTED OVER THE YEARS FROM ESTABLISHED 
PARTNERSHIPS WITH MILLS AND FACTORIES THAT BUILD UP 
THE FOUNDATION OF THE BRAND.

DESIGNED FOR EVERYONE + EVERYDAY



POCHI DAYPACK

Pochi Tote
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POCHI TOT E



The Pochi daypack is a perfectly charming companion for those who like to pack light. A pouch (Pochi) 
built into the front describes the bag's namesake and adds personality as well as storage for smaller 
valuables. A lapped zipper provides basic protection from the elements by providing cover over the zipper 
lining on top. The Pochi Daypack is compact and attractive with it's unique triangular shape, and is sure 
to draw compliments everywhere you go!

 - Available in 5 colors.
 - Lengthwise zippered pouch on top front of bag.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 2 inside pockets.
 - 2 side pockets.
 - Lapped zipper on top compartment protects from elements.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Tote handles on top of bag.
 - Backpack straps with 2 adjustable buckles for comfort.
 - Wide base for upright stability. 
 - Padded adjustable shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Red / Yellow
/ 9.5 x 15 x 6"

HFC-9018

POCHI DAYPACK

NEW NEW

The Pochi Tote bag is a perfectly charming companion for those who like to pack light. A pouch (Pochi) 
built into the front describes the bag's namesake and adds personality as well as storage for smaller 
valuables.  The Pochi Tote is compact and attractive and is sure to draw compliments everywhere you go!

 - Available in 5 colors.
 - Lengthwise zippered pouch on top front of bag.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 3 inside pockets (1 zippered).
 - 2 side pockets.
 - Flat base for upright stability. 
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Red / Yellow
/ 11 x 15 x 5.5"

HFC-9019

POCHI TOT E

Pochi Tote
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The Contour 2-Way Pack is compact and minimally designed as a smart tote bag with the added 
functuionality of a backpack. A hidden zippered compartment in the front and rear panels provide secure 
storage for your valuables. Beautifully accented with leather details, the Contour 2-Way Pack is the 
perfect commuter bag for the busy professional that likes to keep it simple.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Roomy top access compartment with clasp.
 - 2 inside pockets.
 - 1 zippered compartment inside front panel.
 - 1 zippered pocket inside rear panel.
 - 1 rear zippered pocket for valuables.
 - Padded adjustable shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Black / Navy  / Gray / Burgundy
/ 9.5 x 15 x 6.5"

HFC-9020

NEW

2-WAY CONTOUR PACK

2-Way Contour Pack
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HIGHLINE DAYPACK

Highline Daypack
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HFC-9015

Compact, stylish and modern, the Highline Daypack outlines a simple silhouette infused with personality 
and functionality. Designed for light packers, but with plenty of room for short day trips to the park or 
for commute. The Highline Daypack includes a padded sleeve fitting a standard iPad as well as several 
pockets and compartments to carry all your loose accessibles throughout the day. 

 - Available in 6 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on fron panel.
 - 2 size slip pockets.
 - Rear zippered access to the main inner compartment.
 - 1 padded tablet sleeve (fits up to standard iPad, not for iPad Pro).
 - 1 zippered and 2 slip pockets inside.
 - 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Black / Navy / Gray / Beige / Arctic Blue (New) / Red (New)
/ 10.5 x 16 x 6"

NEW COLORS      NEW COLORS      



ROLLTOP BACKPACK PLUS

Rolltop Backpack 2.0
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ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0



The popular Rolltop Backpack 2.0 is reconstructed with a handsome matte make over into the Rolltop 
Plus Backpack. Keeping the unique original design intact, with plenty of storage and pockets to organize 
your daily and travel essentials, the Plus also comes with an additional padded laptop sleeve for up to a 
13" MacBook, and a keychain strap nested in the side pocket. 

 - Available in 3 matte colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 2 side pockets (1 magnetic snap button closure, 1 keychain strap in the other).
 - 3 inside pockets  (1 zippered).
 - Padded laptop sleeve fitting a 13" MacBook.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
 - 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

Navy / Gray / Black
/ 10 x 15 x 5"

HFC-9017 HFC-9004

A modern take of the classic rolltop backpack. Plenty of storage and pockets to organize your daily and 
travel essentials, but with an added pop of color, both inside and outside.

 - Available in 6 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 2 side pockets (1 magnetic snap button closure).
 - 3 pockets inside (1 zippered).
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
 - 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Black / Navy / Arctic Blue / Olive / Red / White
/ 10 x 15 x 5"

NEW

Rolltop Backpack 2.0
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ROLLTOP BACKPACK PLUS ROLLTOP BACKPACK 2.0



PALETT E COMMUT ER PACK / MESSENGER

HHC-5771

The Palette collection returns with a streamlined color scheme 
and aesthetic. The Palette Commuter Pack is a great urban 
companion, with plenty of room and pockets for a busy day's 
worth of items. A padded laptop sleeve fitting up to a 15" 
laptop makes this a versatile bag for work and play. The Palette 
Commuter Pack is perfect for those who want a stylish pack with 
lots of storage room.

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 sleeve on front panel covered underneath the flap lid.
 - 2 side pockets on either sides to hold water bottles etc.
 - Keyring attachment in side pocket.
 - 2 pockets inside (1 zippered).
 - 15" padded laptop or tablet sleeve.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
 - Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for one of a kind 

look.

/ Navy / Gray / Black
/ 13.5 x 18 x 7"

PALETT E COMMUT ER PACK / MESSENGER

HHC-5772

The Palette collection returns with a streamlined color scheme 
and design. This chic Messenger style bag has a padded laptop 
sleeve fitting up to a 13" laptop and velcro strap attachments 
on the distinctive lid allow easy access to your bags contents. 
Throw this bag over your shoulder for an everyday bag that is 
simple, stylish and functional.

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 roomy sleeve on front panel covered by distinctive lid with 

velcro closure.
 - 2 internal pockets.
 - Decorative straps on side perimeter.
 - 13" laptop / tablet sleeve with velcro securement.
 - Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for one of a kind 

look.

/ Navy / Gray / Black
/ 14 x 11 x 5.5"

NEW

NEW

Palette Commuter Pack / Messenger
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PARKLAND DAYPACK / MESSENGER / SLING PACK

Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with 
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Daypack is designed with its signature buckle flap lid 
on front for added storage. The padded laptop sleeve is accessible on the top, but also includes zippered 
rear access for added convenience. Eye catching and functional, this is the perfect commuter pack for 
the daily commute.

 -  Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
 - 1 zippered pocket on top cover lid.
 - 2 side pockets with compression straps.
 - Keyring attachment in side pocket.
 - 13" laptop / tablet sleeve accessible from rear zipper.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and adjustable shoulder straps.
 - Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.

/ Black / Navy / Gray 
/ 11 x 16 x 5"

HHC-4303

PARKLAND DAYPACK

Parkland Datpack
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Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with 
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Messenger bag is designed with its signature buckle 
flap lid on front for added storage. A dedicated padded laptop sleeve fits up to a 13" laptop, and a rear 
zippered compartment makes this a versatile and eye catching messenger for the daily commute.  

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
 - 1 zippered pocket on rear.
 - 2 side external pockets.
 - 2 internal pockets.
 - 13" laptop / tablet sleeve inside.
 - Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.

/ Black / Navy / Gray 
/ 13.5 x 11 x 5"

HHC-4305

Rustic and modern sensibilities meet with the Parkland collection. Every detail has been designed with 
this aesthetic and usability in mind. The Parkland Sling Pack is designed with its signature buckle flap lid 
on front for added storage. Traditionally worn across the body or over the shoulder, the sling pack holds 
your essential Every day items, combining eye catching style with portable convenience. 

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 pocket on front panel covered with signature lid with buckle closure.
 - Tablet sleeve inside to fit an iPad Mini®.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
 - D-ring on strap allows easy hanging on walls.
 - Logo embossed D-ring and stitch works for added design elements.
 - Constructed from durable synthetic leather.

/ Black / Navy / Gray 
/ 7 x 11 x 3"

HHC-4300

PARKLAND SLING PACK

Parkland Sling Pack
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PARKLAND MESSENGER



VANTAGE BACKPACK VANTAGE MESSENGER / TOT E 

Parkland Sling Pack
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The Vantage collection combines modern design 
with rustic infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile 
color palette. The Vantage Daypack comes with 2 
main compartments to organize your gear. Mesh 
rear panel and adjustable sternum straps provide 
comfort for all day wear. Detailed color stitching 
and an embellished zipper pull catches the eye for a 
stylish bag for all your carry needs. 

 - Available in 4 colors.
 -  1 roomy zippered main compartment with 

zippered pocket inside.
 - 1 zippered front compartment with 2 inside 

pockets.
 - 1 Front zippered pocket for smaller valuables.
 - 2 Side pockets.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
 - Height adjustable sternum strap on shoulder 

straps.
 - Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching 

design point.
 - Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for 

unique look.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown 
/ 11 x 18 x 5"

HHC-5534

The Vantage collection combines modern design with rustic 
infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile color palette. The 
Vantage Messenger is a handsome shoulder bag with a magnetic 
button seal for the flap. Zippered compartment provides secure 
storage and plenty of interior pockets to store all your valuables. 
Detailed color stitching and an embellished zipper pull catches 
the eye for a stylish bag for all your carry needs. 

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Main compartment flap opens seals with magnetic button.
 - Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
 - Open pocket in front panel under flap.
 - Horizontal zippered pocket in rear panel.
 - 5 Inside pockets (1 zippered).
 - Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching design point .
 - Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for unique look.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown 
/ 12.5 x 11 x 5.5"

The Vantage collection combines modern design with rustic 
infused aesthetic for a warm and versatile color palette. The 
Vantage Tote is a large and versatile bag with lots of pockets. 3 
zippered pockets provide plenty of secure storage. Detailed color 
stitching and an embellished zipper pull catches the eye for a 
stylish bag for all your carry needs. 

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
 - 3 additional pockets inside (1 zippered).
 - Large Horizontal zippered front and rear pockets.
 - 2 side pockets.
 - Embellished front zipper pull is an eyecatching design point 
 - Detailed color stitching and mix of fabrics for unique look.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown 
/ 13 x 14.5 x 4.5

HHC-5532

VANTAGE BACKPACK VANTAGE MESSENGER / TOT E 

Vantage Messenger / Tote
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HHC-5533

NEW NEW

NEW



PORTSMAN F LAPTOP BACKPACK

Portsman Sling Pack / Tote
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PORTSMAN SLING PACK/ TOT E



The Portsman series is distinguished by their 
sporty look and design. The Portsman Flaptop 
Backpack is a great urban companion, with plenty 
of room and pockets for a busy day's worth of 
items. A padded laptop sleeve fitting up to a 15" 
laptop makes this a versatile bag for work and play. 
A Blue and White stripe is stitched down each bag 
for a fresh and bold aesthetic making it perfect for 
those who want a stylish pack with lots of room.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 sleeve on front panel covered underneath the 

flap lid.
 - 2 side pockets on either sides to hold water 

bottles etc.
 - 2 pockets inside (1 zippered).
 - 15" padded laptop or tablet sleeve.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder 

straps.
 - Designed with front stripe tape for unique 

aestehetic. 

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown
/ 12 x 18 x 6"

HHC-4453

PORTSMAN F LAPTOP BACKPACK

HHC-4450

The Portsman series is distinguished by their sporty look and 
design. The Portsman Sling Pack comes with 2 compartments 
for storage and ease of access, including a padded sleeve that 
fits an iPad or Kindle. A Blue and White stripe is stitched down 
each bag for a fresh and bold aesthetic making it perfect for 
those who want a stylish pack for their essentails.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Double zipper sealed front pocket allows quick access to 

important valuables.
 - Roomy double zipper sealed main compartment.
 - Padded tablet sleeve inside to fit an iPad Mini®.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Top loop handle to hang or for easy hand carry.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
 - Designed with front stripe tape for unique aestehetic. 

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown
/ 8 x 12 x 3"

The Portsman series is distinguished by their sporty look and 
design. The Portsman Tote is a roomy day bag with plenty of 
pockets and a 13" padded sleeve for added versatility. Metal 
rivets on the base provide sturdy placement. A Blue and White 
stripe is stitched down each bag for a fresh and bold aesthetic 
making it perfect for those who want a stylish Tote with plenty of 
room.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Top closes with zippered fastener for more secure storage.
 - 2 additional pockets inside.
 - Vertical zippered front pocket.
 - Horizontal zippered rear pocket .
 - 2 side pockets.
 - 13" padded laptop / tablet sleeve inside with velcro fastener.
 - Metal rivets on base for stable placement on ground.
 - Designed with front stripe tape for unique aestehetic. 

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Brown
/ 15 x 14 x 5"

HHC-4452

PORTSMAN SLING PACK/ TOT E

Portsman Sling Pack / Tote
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NEW NEW

NEW



TOURER BACKPACK ELEMENTTOURER BACKPACK CORDURA®

Tourer Backpack Element
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A combination of design and function at its best. Unique triangular shape can expand for more storage 
when needed. Using weatherproof Cordura® fabric and with plenty of pockets to organize your 
belongings, it is about more than just the look.

 - Available in 5 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 side pocket.
 - 1 padded tablet sleeve.
 - 2 additional pockets inside.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder straps.
 - Height adjustable sternum strap and 2 D-rings on shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Navy / Beige / Black / Red / Mustard
/ 12 x 17 x 7"

HFC-9005

The Element collection integrates a sophisticated 
fabric and color palette for a refined interpretation 
of a popular style. With a padded tablet sleeve and 
plenty of pockets to organize your belongings, the 
Tourer Element combines high functionality with 
gorgeous design. Its unique triangular shape can 
also expand for more storage when needed.

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 side slip pocket for water bottles.
 - 1 padded tablet sleeve.
 - 2 additional pockets inside.
 - Rear zippered access to internal compartment.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel and shoulder 

straps.
 - Height adjustable sternum strap and 2 D-rings 

on shoulder straps.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Deep Blue / Stone / Forest
/ 12 x 17 x 7"

TOURER BACKPACK ELEMENT 

Tourer Backpack Element
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HFC-9013

TOURER BACKPACK CORDURA®



The Element collection integrates a 
sophisticated fabric and color palette 
for a refined interpretation of a popular 
style. The Element sling pack is a 
modern and convenient solution to 
carrying around your daily essentials 
and needs. The ultimate sling pack 
with ample pockets to let you organize 
and bring your EDC's in style. 

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - 3 zippered independent pockets on 

front panel.
 - 1 zippered and 2 other slip pockets 

inside.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both 

right or left sides.
 - Leather  de ta i l s  and accents 

throughout.

/ Deep Blue / Stone / Forest

/ 7 x 13 x 2"

SLING PACK ELEMENT

Sling Pack Element
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HFC-9014



The ultimate sling pack with ample pockets to let you organize and bring your EDC's in style. No need 
to bring a bulky backpack each time going out. A more modern and convenient solution to carry around 
your daily essentials and needs.

 - Available in 5 colors.
 - 3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
 - 1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Navy / Olive / Black / Red / Gray
/ 7 x 13 x 2"

HFC-9002

URBAN SLING PACK

Urban Sling Pack
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HFC-9011

SLING PACK BALLIST IC

Sling Pack Ballistic
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The Ballistic design integrates a more rugged fabric for therein body combined with tarpaulin for durability 
and striking visual accent. The Ballistic sling pack is a modern and convenient solution to carry around 
your daily essentials and needs.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - 3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
 - 1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Black / Navy / Moss / Red
/ 7 x 13 x 2"



HFC-9007

SLING PACK CORDURA®

Sling Pack Cordura

41

A sling pack for both city and outdoor use in mind, using tried-and-tested Cordura® brand fabric. Ample 
pockets to let you organize and bring your EDC's in style.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - 3 zippered independent pockets on front panel.
 - 1 zippered and 2 other pockets inside.
 - Padded air mesh rear panel.
 - Adjustable shoulder strap to both right or left sides.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Blue / Navy / Beige / Red / Mustard 
/ 7 x 13 x 2"



The ever so charming Kampler Cross Pack features clean lines and a playful mix of colors, making a fun 
addition to your daily carry needs. Roomy compartments and a convenient top handle is accented with 
Harvest Label's signature leather lashtab to create a simple yet attractive compact daily/travel gear that 
you can carry with you any time of the day.

 - Available in 6 colors.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - A padded tableet sleeve (fits up to an iPad Mini).
 - 2 slip pockets inside.
 - 1 D-ring on waist belt.
 - Top handle with leather grip.
 - 1 leather lashtab on front panel.
 - Leather details and accents throughout.

/ Black / Navy / Arctic Blue / Olive / Red / White (New)
/ 11 x 3 x 6"

KAMPER CROSS PACK

Kamper Cross Pack
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HFC-9016

NEW COLORS      



For the fashionista in you, the Urban Cross Pack 
is a svelte and stylish addition to your look. Sling 
it around your shoulder or across the body, with 
multiple pockets and entry points combined with 
an understated color scheme, this practical pack 
is a subtle but eye catching fashion accessory. 
An expandable main compartment is also a 
welcoming bonus when you need that extra space.

 - Available in 4 colors.
 - Magnetic flap cover closure.
 - 1 zippered small pocket on exterior of flap 

cover.
 - 1 zippered and 1 slip pocket under the flap 

cover.
 - 1 zippered pocket inside.
 - Rear zipper access to main compartment.
 - Expandable main compartment.
 - Padded rear mesh panels.

/ Black / Navy / Olive / Red
/ 11.5 x 2 x 7"

URBAN CROSS PACK

Urban Cross Pack
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HHC-4750



Utility reigns with the larger capacity of the 
Ranger Sling Pack. Taking design notes 
from the familiar and handsome structure of 
our original sling collection, this bag comes 
with 2 zippered compartments, giving you 
more room within the convenience of a 
compact size. The Ranger is the perfect 
pack for those with modest taste and a 
disposition towards practicality.

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - Consist of 2 zippered compartments.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 padded slip pocket inside the main 

compartment.
 - 1 D-ring accent on front panel.
 - Top loop handle for easy hand carry.
 - Padded rear mesh panels.

/ Black / Navy / Khaki
/ 6.5 x 2.5 x 11"

RANGER SLING PACK

Ranger Sling Pack
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HHC-4730



Evoking retro style and sense with modern features, the Slinger Cross Pack is perfect as a casual daily 
carry to weekend travels. And the 2 compartment structure allows for better organization. It comes with 
adjustable straps on each side for better weight distribution and hold when carried over the body, but 
also double as handles to carry by hand when not worn across the body. 

 - Available in 3 colors.
 - Consist of 2 zippered compartments.
 - 1 zippered pocket on front panel.
 - 1 zippered pocket inside the main compartment.
 - Adjustable side straps for a better fit when carried.
 - Padded rear mesh panels.

/ Black / Navy / Brown
/ 11 x 3 x 6"

SLINGER CROSS PACK

Slinger Cross Pack
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HHC-5837



Parkland Datpack
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NEW COLORS      




